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AMC Competition ADS-B Event

Goal:

To create a Technician event for the 2017 AMC 
competition. 

Idea:

The FAA’s Next Gen system will affect all aspects of the 
aviation industry from General Aviation, Business, 
Commercial and Aerospace Maintenance Training 
Schools. These AMC events need to cover a broad 
spectrum of aviation professionals and students attending 
the competition. The Avionics ADS-B testing event would 
be a very useful competition to not only raise awareness 
but, to help prepare the Technicians with what they will be 
challenged with in the field. 

.   

Objective
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AMC Competition ADS-B Event

Concept:

Electronic Flight Instrument panel set-up with GPS and 
Encoder simulators to represent a working modern 
flightdeck. 

Technicians will be task with using modern test equipment, 
Aeroflex IFR 6000 to validate proper operation and 
reporting to comply with the upcoming 2020 regulations 
for all aircraft operating in regulated airspace.

The technicians will have to set-up the mock aircraft to be 
tested and demonstrate proper testing procedures and 
document results for completion. 

Example: A/C Identity, Altitude and Position      

Concept
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Competitors will be given a task card for 
a functional test of the ADS-B system on 
the flightdeck simulators.
 Following the task card the 

technicians will power-up and run 
functional test of the ADS-B system.

 Simulated aircraft will have to be 
configured properly for the test. 

 Document the test results on the task 
card paperwork.

 Make logbook entry for compliance of 
the functional test.   

Task Card
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Flightdeck Simulator
Aeroflex IFR 6000 test set

Event Display
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Aeroflex IFR 6000  

Test Equipment

IFR Operation Manual
http://ats.aeroflex.com/avionics-test-
products/identification-products/ifr-6000-
flightline-test-set

Interactive Training
http://ats.aeroflex.com/media/videos/ifr60
00/6000%20ICW.swf

http://ats.aeroflex.com/avionics-test-products/identification-products/ifr-6000-flightline-test-set
http://ats.aeroflex.com/media/videos/ifr6000/6000%20ICW.swf
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Aeroflex GPSG-1000 Portable GPS 
Position Simulator   

http://ats.aeroflex.com/avionics-test-
products/nav-comm-products/gpsg-1000-
portable-satellite-simulator

Simulation Equipment

http://ats.aeroflex.com/avionics-test-products/nav-comm-products/gpsg-1000-portable-satellite-simulator
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Open or shorted wire in your encoder harness? A bad input 
gate on the transponder? 
The EET-200 provides the avionics technician a clean, quick 
and reasonably priced method of emulating an altitude encoder 
output by providing a known good altitude code source to aide 
in isolating each data bit D2 through C4. Simply unplug the 
altitude encoder and substitute the EET-200; rotating the knob 
will move the transponder through a variety of preprogrammed 
altitudes testing each data bit in sequence.

Suspect a problem with the altitude encoder? 
Unplug the encoder and plug both the transponder and the 

encoder into the EET-200. Use the built in vacuum syringe to 
simulate any altitude from below sea level to over 30,000 feet 
(using supplied 12” x 1/8” tubing, not pictured). Compare the 
encoder output to the supplied altitude code chart to determine 
if an error is present.

Strobe function not working? 
Simply toggle the strobe switch on the EET-200 to simulate an 

open strobe on the digitizer or the transponder.

Power supply connected correctly? 
Simply unplug the altitude encoder and substitute the EET-

200. If the power LED glows green then your good to go, if it 
glows red then your power is connected improperly.

Simulation Equipment

http://www.aircraftspruce.com/catalog/avpages/eet200.php
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Embry Riddle assembled instrument 
panel Garmin Apollo MX20 with Garmin 
GLD 90 

Position Source:
•Primary - External GPS or LORAN via RS-232 serial 

Expansion / Internal Architecture:
•Open software architecture 
•Field upgradeable software 
•PC-104/PC-104L expansion bus 
•3 high-speed RS232 serial I/O ports 
•1 high-speed RS422 serial I/O port 
•4 general purpose input flags 
•External alpha keypad support 

Databases:
•Worldwide Jeppesen nav data 
•Terrain (elevation) data 

Specifications:
•Height 5.00 inches (12.7 cm) 
•Width 6.25 inches (15.88 cm) 
•Depth 8.00 inches (20.3 cm) 
•Weight 3.1 lb (1.4 kg) 

Instrument Testing Panels 
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Garmin model GDL 90 

Needed
 3ea GPS Antennas
 3ea UAT Antennas
 3ea Power Supplies
 3ea Configuration Modules
 3ea Altitude Encoders

Instrument Testing Panels 
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Garmin model GDL 90 Hook-ups

Instrument Testing Panels 
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Garmin model GDL 90
GPS/UAT Antenna Chart 

Instrument Testing Panels 



13Event Supporters 
To build the testing devices it will take the coordination of several key parties 

Aeroflex IFR 6000/GPSG-1000
Cobham AvComm
Russ Smith
Russ.smith@cobham.com
Avionics Business Development Manager 
(512) 426-3664

Instrument Panels/Garmin Apollo MX 20 Displays/Garmin GDL-90 
Embry Riddle University
Neill Fulbright 
Fulbr9cf@erau.edu
Senior Avionics Professor, ERAU
(386) 316-3551

GPS/UAT/Consultation  
CE Avionics 
Chris Friedle
Chrisf@ceavionics.com
(407) 323-0200 

IFR 6000/Antennas/Encoders/Power Supplies/Task Cards/Logbook/Criteria 
JetBlue University
Scott Malcomb
David.malcomb@jetblue.com
Instructor, College of Technical Operations
(407) 697-7027

Full Demo Panel
Advanced Flight Systems
Rob Hickman
sales@advanced-flight-systems.com
(503) 263-0037 Ext 202

mailto:Fulbr9cf@erau.edu
mailto:Chrisf@ceavionics.com
mailto:David.malcomb@jetblue.com
mailto:sales@advanced-flight-systems.com
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